FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Daniel M. McGinnis, P.E., PTOE Joins McMahon Associates, Inc. to
Lead New Jersey Market Expansion
FORT WASHINGTON, PA, February 13, 2018 – McMahon Associates, Inc., a transportation
engineering and planning firm, has hired Daniel M. McGinnis, P.E., PTOE as the new Office Lead for
the firm’s New Jersey operations. With more than 13 years serving the traffic and engineering needs of
New Jersey municipal, county government, and private clients, McGinnis brings extensive project
management and business development experience to grow McMahon’s projects and clientele in New
Jersey where the firm first established an office in 2003. Dan’s project and traffic engineering experience
includes planning and design for highways and intersections, traffic control signal systems, lighting
design, the design of pedestrian and bicycle facilities; as well as bid/construction document
preparation.
At his last firm for nearly his entire career, some of McGinnis’ accomplishments include being the oncall traffic engineer for Camden County, project management for road resurfacing, design and
construction administration services in Union and Passaic County, and engineering for roadway and
traffic signalization design and pedestrian improvements for the Mississippi Avenue widening with
the South Jersey Transportation Authority (SJTA) in Atlantic City.
During his career, McGinnis has also been very active in professional societies including, the offices of
President/Treasurer of the Professional Engineering Society of Southern New Jersey, and Board
Member of the New Jersey Society of Professional Engineers, both since 2011.
“McMahon has been active in New Jersey for decades, working on key projects crisscrossing the State,
said Casey A. Moore, P.E., VP & Mid-Atlantic Regional Manager for McMahon Associates, Inc. “In
2017, the firm decided to bring an expanded focus to the region and we are excited to bring on Dan
McGinnis as its leader. His government sector experience, specific to New Jersey, along with his
comprehensive knowledge of NJDOT, PROWAG and MUTCD standards, bring a strong base for
significantly expanding our presence in New Jersey combined with our talented staff that already
serves our clients and projects in the State.”

“While I have managed many types of transportation projects, I am, at my core, a traffic engineer,” said
Daniel M. McGinnis, P.E., PTOE and New Jersey Office Lead. “In McMahon, I have found a firm that
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offers extensive transportation engineering experience, while also focusing on the future developments
in the field of transportation, such as advancements in adaptive traffic signals and autonomous
vehicles. As the New Jersey Office Lead, I look forward to capitalizing on our current staff and their
talents to make inroads that widen our profile in the State with new projects and additional services to
our current and new clients in both the private/commercial and government sectors. This is a great
opportunity for me and a step forward for McMahon’s New Jersey operations.”
About McMahon Associates, Inc.
Since 1976, McMahon Associates, Inc. has specialized in delivering innovative engineering, planning,
design and technological transportation solutions to our clients. We have built trusting and lasting
relationships by satisfying, and often surpassing, the needs of both governmental and private sector
clients. We provide services for transportation projects from planning, to design and permitting,
through construction. With more than 150 dedicated professionals in 14 offices along the East Coast,
McMahon has the talent, ability and expertise to address any transportation assignment. For more
information visit www.mcmahonassociates.com.
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